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About This Report

About the report
In ONYX Hospitality Group’s first Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) report, we present
our corporate vision for CSR and our efforts to
manage the social and environmental impacts
of our operations on the communities around
our properties. Our goal with this report is to
demonstrate our commitment to continuous
improvement, accountability and transparency
to our stakeholders, both internally and
externally.
Prior to March 2010, ONYX operated as Amari
Hotels and Resorts. The change to ONYX
Hospitality Group was to create a platform for
multi brand expansion. The company has a
long history of excellence. We have embarked
on a process of addressing and improving our
corporate sustainability and responsibility and
are committed to continuous improvement as
the company grows. With this first report, we
seek to establish a baseline from which we will
further develop our data collection systems so
that we will be able to better report on
environmental and social indicators in the
future. We intend to continue reporting
annually.

Report Scope and Boundaries
The report covers environmental and social
aspects of all operating properties managed by
ONYX Hospitality Group in Thailand: The
Amari properties, Shama Sukhumvit Bangkok,
Oriental Residence and the Mosaic properties
managed by ONYX Asset Management (OAM).
This is our first sustainability report and we
have chosen to include data from all of 2011
and half of 2012 in order to provide a framework for comparison. In the future we plan to
report annually and will align our reporting
period with the calendar year. Our next report
will therefore cover July 2012 – December
2013, followed by annual reports thereafter.

About the report

In our next report, we hope to expand our
scope and expand relevant data collection to
include all properties both inside and outside of
Thailand. A number of our properties are
currently under construction or at the design
stage. It is our aim that as they become
operational, each new property will be included
in the subsequent year’s report in order to
ensure we report on all ONYX properties and
that our stakeholders can be assured that all
properties are subject to the same standards,
analysis and targets for continuous improvement.

Reporting Framework
This report was prepared to be consistent with
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) G3.1
Sustainability Reporting Framework. It
complies with the GRI G3.1 application level
“C” criteria.
A GRI index is included at the end of this
report.

Contact:
Peter Henley
President and CEO
E: peter.henley@onyx-hospitality.com
Lisa Thomas
Director, Corporate Social Responsibility
E: lisa.t@onyx-hospitality.com
T: +66 (0) 2255 3767, Ext. 4002
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Message from the CEO

ONYX Hospitality Group has made a clear commitment to corporate social responsibility (CSR). We
see CSR as an important part of our brand and reputation and we know that our stakeholders are
increasingly expecting us to demonstrate our commitment to being a responsible company.
As our company expands to encompass hotels, resorts, residences, serviced apartments and spas that
include a relaxed resort in the Maldives, various properties in Thailand and serviced apartments in
Hong Kong and Mainland China, our responsibility also grows. I strongly believe that CSR will have to
be an integral part of our vision to be a leading Asian hospitality provider. As an industry leader,
especially in a strongly client facing industry such as ours, we will be expected to operate in an
environmentally, socially, and economically sustainable manner, and to balance the interests of diverse
stakeholders. Moreover, we see sustainability as particularly important in our industry. Individuals
consume and pollute more while travelling than they would otherwise, and resort hotels often rely on
the natural beauty of their settings while drawing heavily on surrounding natural resources. For these
reasons, we take our commitments seriously and feel that improvements are necessary for long term
business success.
This long term view towards sustainability inspired us to develop a sustainability strategy in 2011 and
begin a regular reporting process. With this first report, our objective is to set a baseline for ourselves
and begin putting in place the structure to continuously improve. We also hope it will help us take a look
at what we are doing and help us set targets for where we could do more. We see this report as a
means of communicating our progress on the plans and commitments we have made to our various
stakeholders. Our eventual aim is to ensure the very core of our corporate culture has CSR embedded
into it, and that conducting business in a responsible manner will be synonymous with the ONYX
Hospitality Group.
In other words, the experiences our guests will enjoy and remember will satisfy highest customer
expectations, but our guests can also rest assured that our operations are conducted in a responsible
manner.
Please do contact me with any feedback or thoughts you may have either on this report or on the
various plans and activities we have undertaken. We recognise we have a long way to go in our
sustainability journey but feel that this inaugural CSR Report is an important first step. I hope you, our
stakeholders, also agree that this is an important step and that you will engage with us to help us
advance and improve in this vital area.
Thank you for taking the time to study this report and I hope you will enjoy reading it.
Yours sincerely,

Peter Henley
President & CEO
ONYX Hospitality Group

Message from the CEO
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Our Business

ONYX Hospitality Group is a leading Asian
hospitality management company, combining
the expertise of a truly international executive
team with the hospitality excellence for which
Asia is renowned. Our business is operated
using an open, approachable leadership style
and we believe strongly in the power of
partnership, not only with our property partners
but also with our colleagues and with the
communities within which our properties exist.
We offer four hospitality brands: the established
Amari group of upscale properties, the all-new
select service OZO, the luxury Saffron offering
and Shama, a leading boutique serviced

Our Business

apartment provider.
Today the ONYX Hospitality Group operates 33
properties located in Thailand, China and Hong
Kong. These properties represent an inventory
of over 5600 rooms. We have a substantial
development timeline with 11 upcoming
projects in Qatar, China, India, Hong Kong,
Thailand and Sri Lanka that are planned to
progressively open between 2012 and 2015.
Looking ahead, ONYX plans to manage an
additional 40 hotels, resorts and serviced
apartments by 2018.

CSR Report 2011-2012

3.1 Brand Portfolio
Our brand portfolio is diverse, covering luxury to mid-market type properties for both the business and
the leisure guest. The company is registered in Thailand as Amari Hotels and Resorts Co. Ltd.

ORIENTAL RESIDENCE BANGKOK
The ONYX group’s first luxury property with 145 serviced residences.
SAFFRON HOTEL BRAND
ONYX’s international five-star luxury brand in city and resort destinations across the Asia-Pacific, Indian Ocean and Arabian Gulf regions
represented by the Saffron Hotel brand.
AMARI HOTEL BRAND
Amari is ONYX’s most established chain of hotels with a network of properties spanning from Thailand to the Middle East.
SHAMA SERVICED APARTMENTS
Shama is ONYX’s luxury boutique serviced apartment provider.
OZO HOTEL BRAND
OZO provides accommodation aimed at the mid-market. Opening of the first OZO property is expected in 2013 in Hong Kong, followed
soon after by properties in Sri Lanka; and Koh Samui and Pattaya in Thailand.
MOSAIC COLLECTION
The Mosaic Collection consists of properties managed by ONYX, where the owner’s original brand is maintained or, alternatively, where an
owner franchises out their properties. At present, there are seven hotels in the Mosaic portfolio, ranging from a nature lodge in Thailand’s
far north to resorts in Pattaya.
BREEZE SPA
Breeze is the ONYX Group’s Spa, currently in seven locations throughout Thailand. The first international Breeze Spa will open in Doha,
Qatar in Q4 2012.

Our Business
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3.2 Corporate Governance
Our commitment to sustainability underpins our
core values. We are working hard to ensure
this commitment extends throughout the entire
company starting with the board of directors
and property owners to general managers and
team members. As part of this process we are
collaborating to identify practical ways of
improving sustainability at each level and in
each operational division. This is done in four
ways:
1. by ensuring that there is a CSR element
in every Team Member’s key performance
indicators (KPIs) so that when we evaluate
their performance twice a year we can
measure the extent to which our commitment to sustainability is being cascaded
and implemented throughout the organization

2. by the work of the Director of CSR
andher representatives - CSR Conductors,
at the properties, and in the corporate
office
3. through the work of the VP Project
Engineering and the Chief Engineers of all
our properties who are charged with the
responsibility of minimising the impact our
properties have on the environments in
which they operate
4. by the direct reporting line the Director of
CSR has to the CEO who is the chief
advocate and catalyst for the CSR
activities highlighted in this report

Board of Directors
Our board of directors and senior management
team are shown on the following organizational
chart:
ONYX Hospitality Group is a privately held
family company. All the Directors (other than
the CEO) are shareholders in the company.
There are no independent directors. Monthly
meetings are held between the CEO, his senior
management team and two members of the
Board. The CEO and the senior management
team meet all the major shareholders
threetimes a year and hold formal board

Our Business

when required. Decisions made at the
meetings are cascaded and implemented
through the organisation. There is a continuous
weekly monitoring process of the implementation of all key initiatives and project decisions
made, by the CEO through his weekly
meetings with the senior management team.
There are also annual division or department
workshops and meetings for the various
disciplines in the organisation to brainstorm
and agree on ways to better implement the
strategy.

ALL GMs

ALL GMs

Peter Henley

BOARD OFDIRECTORS

Best Award - Arts for The Planet 2011
Painting by Athittaya Khooncharoen
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CSR at ONYX

4.1. Corporate Vision, Core
Values and CSR Policy
At ONYX, we have placed sustainability and
responsible business practices at the core of
our overall strategy and organisational culture.
Our Corporate Vision, Mission and Core Values
all guide us to being a responsible, inspiring,
compassionate and enthusiastic company.

CORPORATE VISION:
To be a leading Asian hospitality provider
by 2018.
MISSION:
To enrich the experiences of guests,
Team Members and business partners
through the right brands, network,
standards, support and culture.
CORE VALUES:
Embrace “RICE” - We strive to be
Responsible, Inspiring, Compassionate
and Enthusiastic as individuals and as a
company

We have developed a CSR policy and a CSR
strategy for our properties to help integrate
sustainable development into the core of our
business and across our sphere of influence.

OUR CSR POLICY
As a socially responsible company,
we are committed to principles of
accountability, transparency, ethical
behaviour, respect for stakeholders’
interests, respect for human rights
and adherence to the law.
We strive to be an employer of choice
by providing a diverse work-place in
which all employees are treated fairly
and with respect and can realise their
full potential.
We aim to protect the natural
resources and biodiversity under our
influence and ensure that all potential
adverse impacts of our operations on
the environment are identified and
managed.
In all our business dealings we will
adopt fair operating practices.
We treat our guests with respect, and
ensure that we offer them products
and services which provide the best
possible value.
We involve communities in the vicinity
of our properties and seek to put in
place initiatives that help those
communities develop.

CSR at ONYX
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4.2 CSR Priorities and Commitments
With the help of our stakeholders, we have
identified some of the most material issues for
the hospitality industry and for ONYX in
developing meaningful CSR programmes. We
are making progress on many of them but
know that we are at the beginning of our
journey and see this report as an opportunity to
help chart the path ahead. We have identified
five CSR priority areas:

1. Environmental damage, protection
and conservation
The tourism industry often depends on a
pristine environment as a key selling point,
and therefore, has a direct stake in
preserving it. Related to this is the issue of
climate change. Many of our properties are
in coastal zones that will be impacted by
rising sea levels, thus climate change
adaptation will soon be required of many
hotels and resorts. Hotels and resorts are
large consumers of energy and therefore
directly contribute to global warming
through the emission of greenhouse gases.
In order to manage and improve our
environmental performance, we have
prepared a vision and strategy which we
call the 20/20 Green Vision. It includes a
number of actions and policies that we
seek to implement at all of our properties
as well as an action plan for the short and
long term on how to get there. We are
working to reduce our greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and have started this
year by calculating our carbon footprint.
Outside of our properties, we have
undertaken a number of environmental
cleanup activities, and will continue to do
this.
Target for the future:
10% reduction in total carbon
emissions per room per night by 2013

2. Water and other resource
constraints
Limited availability of resources such as
water will raise the costs of consumption
as well as being a potential source of
conflict with communities in the vicinity of
hotel and resort operations. In order to
reduce our water usage, we have
implemented initiatives to limit unnecessary washing of towels and linen on our
properties. We have reduced paper
consumption by increasing our recycling
efforts and have also reduced the use of
plastic bottled drinking water by switching
to providing drinking water in recyclable
glass bottles in all our guestrooms in
Thailand.
Target for the future:
To further reduce usage of plastic
bottled drinking water throughout the
properties in Thailand and to
introduce more water recycling
practices at all our properties

3. Maintaining strong relations with
local communities around local
issues
We recognise that the maintenance of
positive relations with local communities is
an important way to connect and create
opportunities for mutual gain. Hiring labour
locally, sourcing local products and
collaborating to protect the local environment and biodiversity are examples of how
properties and communities can thrive
together. This is an area where ONYX
excels. Building on our flagship community
investment programme, Baht for a Better
Life, we have developed a CSR focus for
each of our brands as follows:

AMARI

SHAMA

OZO

SAFFRON &
ORIENTAL
RESIDENCE

Education

Stimulating
entrepreneurship for
poverty alleviation

Environment

Biodiversity

CSR at ONYX
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Each of these focus areas aim to help
create a more sustainable future.

Target for the future:
We aim to make all of our community
investment activities more strategic
and improve the linkage to our core
business. In order to achieve this, we
seek to make sustainability and long
term viability key criteria for
community investment, and aim to
begin measuring the impact of our
activities.

4. Employment practices
The hotel industry employs large numbers
of workers with various skill sets. Lower
skilled workers are often hired at relatively
low wage levels and are regularly required
to work very long work hours. ONYX is
committed to respecting diversity in the
workplace, extending equal pay for equal
work, offering training and skills development opportunities to junior employees and
is seeking to reduce the number of working
hours expected of its employees.
Target for the future:
To implement a 5 day work week at
all properties

5. Health and safety
The health and safety of employees as well
as of guests is fundamental to operating
responsibly. We are working to improve
health and safety performance across all
properties. We have formulated a
comprehensive health and safety policy
that covers all our properties and therefore
will help ensure a standard level of health
and safety measures are adhered to
across the group. Regular monitoring of
this important area is managed through
regular monthly meetings to discuss
health, safety and well-being of employees
and guests. We also provide first aid
training and first aid kits for the use of
employees and guests.
Target for the future: Our targets for next
year include seeking Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HACCP) certification
in our kitchens and implementing a wide
range of measures to promote healthy
lifestyles among our Team Members.

CSR at ONYX

Management of the five priority CSR
issues within our supply chains
Our supply chains are an extension of
ourselves in many ways and therefore
addressing the same issues within our supply
chains is an important part of our transparency
and accountability. We also realise the potential
risk to our brand value and reputation if we do
not manage these issues. We recognise the
impact we can have on local communities and
the environment through our supply chains and
plan to develop a sustainable supply chain
strategy once we have made more progress
internally. We have started by examining our
supply chains in our restaurants by seeking to
source local and organic food products where
possible.
Target for the future:
To develop a supply chain strategy
and to extend our CSR values to
sourcing of all food products, cleaning
products, office supplies and furniture
and to develop targets in these areas
by 2013.

4.3 Stakeholder Engagement
As a hospitality company, we know that
enriching the experiences of our guests and
other stakeholders requires staying in touch
with their interests and expectations. Stakeholder engagement is vitally important to us.
We regularly seek feedback from our numerous
stakeholders, including our guests, employees,
tour operators, business partners and the
community organisations we partner with.
In preparation for our first sustaina bility report,
we sought feedback from a variety of
stakeholders about the material issues relevant
to the company. Hotel guests and tour
operators, as well as a representative group of
ONYX management and staff were asked to
provide their feedback on the most salient
social and environmental issues relevant to the
industry, to the company and were asked about
ways in which stakeholders would like to see
ONYX address the issues.
ONYX employees’ shared their feedback in
three focus groups while a combined total of
145 tour operators and hotel guests provided
their feedback by email and surveys respectively. The outcome of this feedback has helped
us determine our priority CSR areas and has
helped shape the structure and content of this
report. We have done our best to develop
strategies and initiatives that respond to the
most pressing concerns. While we are not yet
in a position to manage or provide data on all of
the aspects raised by the stakeholders, this
report serves as a starting point for us and we
look forward to describing our progress in
future reports.

CSR Report 2011-2012

OVERVIEW OF METHODS OF STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Stakeholder Group

Methods of engagement and communications

Guests

Surveys
Social Media

Tour operators

Surveys
Interviews

Employees

Employee Engagement Surveys
Employee Volunteering
CSR Working Committee
Staff newsletter “The Notes”
Quarterly CSR email updates

Targets:
We launched an annual employee engagement survey and will include questions relevant to
CSR in the automatic online guest satisfaction survey in 2013.

Guests

Employees

Guest satisfaction is one of our top priorities
and seeking feedback from our guests is the
best way to find out how we are doing. Once
guests check out of an Amari property, they are
automatically emailed a customer satisfaction
survey where they can provide feedback online
at their convenience. The surveys are
managed by a third party to ensure impartiality
and privacy of our guests. Guests are asked
about their arrival experience, guestrooms and
bathrooms, food and beverage quality, facilities
and departure experience. Since the beginning
of 2012, tens of thousands of guests
responded. We consciously take note of the
improvement points, suggestions and criticisms
fed back to us and make the necessary
changes internally. As a result the average
ratings for overall experience, overall service
and overall accommodation are 8.5, 8.6 and
8.4 (out of 10) respectively. Aspects of our
service that received particularly high ratings in
2012 were the friendliness of our Team
Members (averaging 8.8 out of 10) and the
breakfast buffet (averaging 8.5 out of 10).

At ONYX Hospitality Group, we rely on our
team to help us provide guests with a positive
experience as well as to meet our sustainability
targets. Team Members are actively engaged in
our CSR activities. They participate in
community investment activities and play a
crucial role in helping us meet our targets for
improving operational performance. We will
continue to develop CSR initiatives and
activities that include our staff and embrace
their priorities.

In 2013, questions related to sustainability and
CSR will be incorporated into the survey.

CSR at ONYX

Employee Engagement Survey
Employees are surveyed annually and asked
about their level of satisfaction with the culture
of the organisation, support from supervisors,
work environment, learning opportunities and
training. Survey results are anonymous and the
results go to a third party for analysis. That
analysis is then presented and explained to
each property and the corporate office, an
action plan to deal with the issues it reveals is
agreed upon and the implementation of that
plan is monitored and reported to the CEO on a
quarterly basis by the CFO. The senior
management group also issues an annual
report card to highlight key deliverables for
company-wide initiatives.
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4.4 CSR Working Committees
The CSR Working Committees (see chart
below) are an important channel for engaging
employees in our CSR efforts. The committee
consists of seven people at each property: The
CSR Conductor, Community Investment
Sub-Committee and 20/20 Green Vision
Sub-committee. By participating in the
committee, Team Members have a chance to
take a leadership role in driving social
responsibility and sustainability both within the
organisation and within the community. The
annual CSR Conductors’ Conference also

provides a learning and information exchange
platform not only within the group but also with
CSR experts from other organisations.
At ONYX, we recognize that the implementation of our CSR strategy takes place largely at
the property level. In order to ensure property
level ownership and staff involvement, our CSR
Working Committee at each property and also
at the Corporate Office has the following roles:

CSR CONDUCTOR
Manages the CSR Working Committee and ensures the
company policies and guidance from the Corporate
Office are adhered to and acts as a catalyst and initiator
to spark new ideas and initiatives

COMMUNITY INITIATIVES
SUB-COMMITTEE

20/20 GREEN VISION
SUB-COMMITTEE

Responsible for community
investment activities
=
Team leader plus
two coordinators

Promotes the 20/20 Green
Vision and implementation of the
“Reuse – Reduce – Recycle”
policy at the property
=
Team leader plus
two coordinators

The Community Initiatives Sub-Committee is
responsible for developing and carrying out
community investment activities such as CSR
Fairs, volunteer teaching and learning activities
and school improvements under Baht for a
Better Life. It develops property level fundraising activities to finance the community work.

The 20/20 Green Vision Sub-Committee or
Green Team is responsible for promoting the
20/20 Green Vision initiatives at the individual
property level. The initiatives include
implementing the practices and policies
outlined in the Green Vision Master List and
working to improve the property’s performance
on reusing, reducing and recycling.

CSR at ONYX

Annual CSR Conductors’ Conference

CSR Conductor
Breakthrough
and Idol Awards

CSR at ONYX
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Responsible

Our Operations

The first of our core values, Being Responsible,
is an essential part of our corporate culture.
This encompasses all aspects of our work, with
particular implications for our environmental
performance, purchasing, construction and
health and safety standards.

5.1 Environment

5.1.1 ONYX’s 20/20 Green Vision

At the ONYX Hospitality Group, we are
conscious of the impact the hospitality industry
has on the environment and strive to become
role models amongst industry peers. We aim to
be a good steward of the natural resources and
biodiversity under our influence and work to
ensure that all potential adverse impacts of our
operations on the environment are identified
and appropriately managed. To do this, we are
working to embed our commitment to protect
the environment in various areas of our
operations.

First introduced in 2010, the 20/20 Green
Vision is our 10-year plan to progressively
rethink how we operate our hotels and
residences, in order to reduce our ecological
footprint. We see this as an integral component
of a company-wide diversified and dedicated
CSR effort. The name of the programme
signifies clear vision and thus symbolises our
focus on protecting, preserving and improving
the environment we operate in. It also denotes
the duration of the first phase of ONYX’s
concerted green effort to reach our targets by
2020. Our principle objectives are to:• Reduce energy use
• Reduce water use
• Reduce chemical use
• Reduce waste and promote recycling
• Raise Team Members awareness and
engaging them by implementing training
programmes and other awareness raising
initiatives
• Promoting awareness and engaging
customers through related initiatives and
activities

Responsible: Our Operations
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Progress on Targets for 20/20
The 20/20 Green Vision Master List outlines the environmental initiatives in progress across all Amari,
Mosaic Collection and Shama properties in Thailand.
20/20 GREEN VISION MASTER LIST
PROGRESS

INITIATIVEP

STATUS

20/20 Green Vision Master List

Implemented

Linen/Towel Reuse Initiative (In-room Environmental Card)

Implemented

Paper Recycling Initiative

Implemented

(No) Shark Fin Soup Policy

Implemented

Dry Waste Recycle

Implemented

Exclusive Use of Glass Bottles in Guestrooms

Implemented

Green Meeting Initiative (internal)

Implemented

Aerator Usage in Amari Properties

In Progress

Food Composting

In Progress

Eco-friendly Cleaning Products

Final Stage

Replacement of Plastic Bottles in Guestrooms
Energy Saving Lighting

Implemented
In Progress

Identifying each Green policy and procedure with the
20/20 Green Vision logo

Implemented

Replacement of Bathroom Amenities with Refillable
Dispensers (Trial run to be concluded in Q2 of 2013)

In Progress

In-room environmental card and tracking across properties

Implemented

A4 Paper recycling tracking across properties

Implemented

Reporting, analysing and benchmarking our
properties’ carbon footprint to track performances and
identify weak points

Implemented

FUTURE GOALS
Installing energy keycards to reduce energy use in all guestrooms
Introducing clean forms of energy to supply the necessary power needed to support our operations
whenever possible
Using high efficiency insulation materials for buildings
Employing the latest high efficiency chillers and boilers with a view to reduce energy consumption
Minimising the use of non-sustainable wood in all construction

Responsible: Our Operations
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5.1.2. Green Leaf Certification

The Green Leaf Foundation programme for
hotels is a Thai national standard of environmental practices for the tourism industry that
awards five levels of certification. We are
pleased to announce that the Amari Watergate
and Amari Atrium in Bangkok have achieved
the “4 leaf” and “5 leaf” level certification
respectively as well as the ASEAN Green
Award. An additional five properties have
applied for the certification and our goal is to
have all 12 existing Amari properties Green
Leaf certified by 2013 at a minimum of “3 leaf”
level.
All 12 Amari and five Mosaic Collection proper
ties in Thailand received the Green Leaf
Foundation’s Smoke Free and Health Promotion Hotel Award at either the gold or silver
level.

5.1.3. Energy Use
We are taking a number of steps to reduce
overall energy consumption across our
properties, both to reduce our greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions and as a way to manage our
operational costs more efficiently. At our
existing properties, we are exploring opportunities to replace current installations with more
energy efficient lighting and other technology.
At new constructions, we are working with the
owners to ensure the new properties are as
energy efficient as possible. We have begun to
replace many pieces of equipment with newer

and more energy efficient equipment types at
our properties in efforts to actively reduce our
energy use and carbon footprint. It is our plan
to progressively replace the equipment at all
our properties in line with current refurbishment
plans. The equipment identified to be changed
is listed below. To date they have been
implemented in the properties listed in the
brackets. A reference list for property
abbreviations can be found on page52
• New high efficiency chillers
(0.65 kwh/tonne) (AWB/AOP)
• Solar heat collectors and/or heat pumps
(AVK/AWB/AOP)
• High efficiency boilers (AWB)
• Variable speed drives (VSD) on all major
pumps (AWB/AOP)
• Heat pumps for hot water production
(AWB/AVK)
• Partial use of LED lighting (increases
each year) (All properties)
• Key card energy cut back in all guest
rooms (Most properties)
• Energy efficient elevator control system
(AWB)
• Chiller treatment programme to maximize
chiller efficiencies (All properties with
chilled water system)
• Water recycling for machinery cooling
(AOP/ABB/AAB)
• Voltage stabilizers and harmonics filters
on main power incomers (AOP/ADB)
• Large combined transformer to improve
efficiency of two previous transformers
(AOP/AWB)
• Public toilet motion sensors on lighting
(AOP)
• 100% use of natural water supplies
(AVK/ACP/APS/AEC)
We continue to roll out energy efficient
technology across our properties and achieve
progressively higher standards as we retrofit
old properties and build new properties.
However, we still have room for improvement.
Our goal is to at least maintain if not reduce
electricity use per occupied room night
(P/ORN).

Note: Figure shows kWh per occupied room night (P/ORN) January to June 2011 vs. January to June 2012

Responsible: Our Operations
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Amari Watergate Bangkok
The NEDO project
We are committed to environmental protection
and recognize our responsibilities towards
safeguarding the environment. With this in
mind the Amari Watergate Bangkok, entered
into a Japanese-Thai pilot project with the New
Energy and Industrial Technology Development
Organization (NEDO) on an innovative
commercial building energy-efficiency
demonstration project aimed at reducing the
hotel’s energy consumption.
NEDO and the Department of Alternative
Energy Development and Efficiency (DEDE) of
the Ministry of Energy of Thailand, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding related to this
demonstration project in 2011 and awarded the
implementation of the project to Chugoku
Electric Power Co., Inc. At the outset it was
expected that the project would improve the
building’s energy-efficiency by approximately
15% through the replacement of existing
facilities, such as the air-conditioning systems,
with technologically advanced, energy efficient
Japanese equipment and facilities. The
demonstration project was successfully
completed in 2012, achieving the required
energy efficiency savings in its installation as
well as achieving budget savings, coming in
under the allocated budget of THB 110 million.

The property wanted to lead the way in
supporting energy efficient technology,
demonstrating that tangible energy-efficiency
results are achievable in the running of hotel
based properties.
With the proven results of the project, NEDO
now aims a widespread dissemination of the
energy efficient technology in hotels to other
commercial buildings within the Southeast Asia
Region.
The following are the main technologies and
equipment introduced and successfully
implemented in the project:
• Upgrading current turbo-refrigerators with
high-efficiency inverter-driven turbo
• Introduction of inverters into cold water
and cooling water pumps and the
implementation of variable flow controls
• Introduction of cold air intake optimisation
controls via CO2 concentration sensors
• Adoption of a hybrid water heater system
that includes a heat pump water heater
and a vapour heat exchanger
• Introduction of vapour waste heat
recovery equipment
• Upgrading of the steam boiler with a more
efficient model
• Installing LED lights
• Promoting optimal energy management
and operations through the introduction of
a Building Energy Management System
(BEMS)

To show its commitment in the pursuit of
energy efficient solutions in hotel and facility
management the Amari Watergate Bangkok
committed in excess of THB 18 million in
installation costs to the pilot project.

Work in progress – equipment is being hauled into place

For Amari Watergate Bangkok the key learning
from the project was that by identifying the
energy-efficiency impact of each specific
technology and its cost effectiveness, it was
possible to select the appropriate equipment
and facilities and to get the best results, not
only in achieving the goal of making a
significant contribution towards reducing
energy consumption but also in reducing
operational costs for the business.
Our long term plans are to use the lessons
from this pilot project to implement the required
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Completed installation

changes across our properties to maximise
energy efficiencies while managing our
operational costs.

Target for the future:
Achieve energy savings of 31TJ (a
17% reduction) in a year and report
on savings in detail in the next report
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Our Carbon Footprint
An essential step towards reducing our energy
use is to calculate our carbon footprint and
analyse where reductions can and should be
made. We have undertaken a comprehensive
energy and greenhouse gas emission
monitoring programme where all properties
monitor their energy consumption and review
results with the General Manager monthly. This
information is collated and analysed at the
Corporate Office. We have calculated our
carbon footprint using the methodologies for
CO2 equivalent conversion provided by the

Carbon Trust and have included the following
direct and indirect sources:
• Electricity produced by local authorities
• Water supplied through pipes by local
authorities
• Water delivered to us by trucks
• Liquid Petroleum gas for cooking and
water heating and laundry operations
• Diesel fuel used in our motor vehicles
• Diesel fuel used in our emergency
standby generators
• Bunker oil used for water heating and
laundry operations
• Refrigerants

Note: Figures show kgs of CO2 equivalent per occupied room night from January to June of 2011 and
Jan - June 2012. The increase is partly due to a significant number of rooms under renovation during
the reporting period. We are planning a number of energy saving initiatives starting in 2012 and will set
reduction targets once these are in place.
Our current CO2 fooprint sets the baseline from which we are working to improve. Through an annual
“energy initiative award programme” we encourage properties to compete against each other to be the
most innovative property with regard to energy conservation.
Four of our major properties have undergone independent energy audits and are in various stages of
implementing the recommendations for improvement as stated by the audits.
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5.1.4. Water
Water is a precious resource. We are taking
steps to reduce our water usage by partnering
with our guests to encourage the re-use of

linen and towels in guestrooms. We are also
exploring the use of water filtration and
recycling systems at our properties.

Note: Figure shows water use (m3) per occupied room night comparing January to June of 2011 and
January to June 2012

Re-using linens and towels
We have developed In-Room Environmental
cards to communicate our sustainability
objectives to our guests and have launched a
tracking programme at all Amari properties that

Responsible: Our Operations

allows us to monitor our performance on
reducing unnecessary washing. We are
pleased to note that we have been able to
increase the percentage of reused linens and
towels by an average of 20% month on month.
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Note: Average excludes AAB and AOP (both Garden and Tower wings) as they are working on
improving data gathering. It is our aim to include them in the next report.

Water Recycling at Amari Orchid
Pattaya
In October 2010, the Amari Orchid Pattaya
installed a proprietary Ultra Filtration system
and entered into a long-term service agreement
with Hydromaster to recycle sewage effluent to
supply the cooling tower and for gardening use.

The Amari Orchid Pattaya is the first hotel in
Pattaya and the second in Thailand to recycle
(not just single re-use) sewage on a large
scale, positioning the hotel as one of the most
environmentally responsible hotels in South
East Asia. From day one, the system has
delivered a 30% cost saving on the monthly
water bill.
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Filter equipment

Message from the CEO
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Water before and after treatment
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Due to the tiny pores in the Ultra Filtration
membranes, the recycled water is safe to use
and is without viruses and bacteria. No
chemicals are used in the filtration process,
thereby making the process even more
environmentally responsible.
The system is currently set up to re-cycle 180
cubic metres of water per day; however an
expansion is currently underway to increase
the recycling capacity to 360 cubic metres, with
the extra water being used in additional
facilities around the hotel.
The high-end Ultra Filtration machine is
impressive to see and we make the machine
available for interested hotel guests to visit and
learn about this state of the art water recycling
method. It also serves as a guest “outreach
initiative” to educate and raise awareness of
the various possibilities in relation to recycling
and reusing water.
A reverse osmosis water purification system
has also been installed for additional wastewater recycling. The two projects enable a water
savings of 330 m3 a day and bring financial
savings of THB 138,600 a month.

5.1.5. Waste Reduction
We have implemented a number of recycling

Vinyl backdrop

and up-cycling projects including dry waste
recycling and A4 paper recycling in efforts to
reduce the waste produced at our properties.
Target for the future:
From January 2013 we will begin
collecting data on total waste from all
properties

Dry Waste Recycling
The main way in which we have decreased
waste is to increase recycling at our properties.
We have partnered with Wongpanit, one of
Thailand’s most reputable recycling plants, to
set up a proper waste collection system. They
have helped to set up a proper dry waste
recycling room, conducted recycling training
and suggested recycling procedures with
kitchens, housekeeping and other departments. Revenues from the recycling go
towards the staff fund, providing added
incentives to Team Members to recycle.
We encourage up-cycling practice at some of
our properties such as at the Amari Palm Reef
Samui where Team Members use recycled
materials to make picture frames. At the Amari
Coral Beach Phuket old backdrops or banners
made of vinyl are turned into all-purpose bags
for use by the employees.

Amenities bag for Housekeeping

Mini-bar bag for
Housekeeping

Tool bag for
Engineering

“People consume more of everything in a
hotel and this is something we have to
manage”
Amari Team Member

Message from the CEO
Responsible: Our Operations
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Note: Revenues from recycling vary due to fluctuating prices for recycled materials. These were
especially high in early 2012 following a drop in demand during the flooding in late 2011.
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A4 Paper Reduction and Recycling
In March of 2011 we launched an initiative to
track and reduce A4 paper used in our hotels,
and by July 2011, 16 hotels were part of the
programme. It is our aim to get all properties
participating progressively. Data on purchased,
requisitioned and recycled paper from these 16
hotels and the ONYX corporate office is
collated on a monthly basis. By tracking
consumption and recycling patterns across the
portfolio of properties we are able to

benchmark quantities and to set targets to
make reductions over time.
Between July 2011 and June 2012 we recycled
13,389 kgs of paper, or 31% of our total paper
requisitions. Our current goal is to reduce
purchased paper from 0.33 to 0.30 reams per
room per month in each hotel and to increase
recycling of paper from the current average of
around 30% to 50% of requisitioned paper in
each property.

Paper Requisitions

Paper Recycling

Responsible: Our Operations
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Paper Recycling

There has been a slight increase in paper
requisition coupled with a decrease in recycling
percentages. This has led to an increase of
total paper usage by about 15% or 500 kgs
over the reporting period. While new paper
usage has gone down at some properties
including the corporate office, paper purchase
averages per guest room vary dramatically
between the properties, which is something we
will evaluate in the future. Our paper recycling
efforts also varies over the course of the year,
but the rate is more or less flat at about 30%.
Six of our properties as well as the corporate
office recycled 20% or less of requisitioned
paper. It is our aim to decrease the percentage
of paper usage, through increased recycling
efforts while also reducing the use of paper
wherever possible, both in properties and in the
corporate office. A number of initiatives are
being explored, including the use of technology
and electronic media to reduce paper usage
including publishing “The Notes”, our employee
newsletter, online.

Target for the future:
Each property will take ownership of
the paper initiative and from January
2013, each property will be required
to set a target to
• Reduce paper purchased
• Increase paper recycling
• Reduce paper requisition
• Reduce printing and photocopying
• Providing prompt analysis and
feedback to the data collector to
improve quality and accuracy of
data
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“We are doing much better than we were on
water, waste and energy. We are starting to
work seriously on improving by doing audits
and having competitions, but we are still a long
way from where we would like to be” – Amari
team member

5.1.6. Construction of New
Properties
We are committed to encouraging our property
owners to build all new properties to the
highest standards available to maximise
resource efficiency. As part of our negotiations
with property owners, we provide our Projects
& Product Development department with
technical performance specifications on
resource efficiency for the design stage and for
heating, ventilation and air conditioning
systems. This ensures that the data is available
and the property owners, together with the
building contractors, are able to make informed
decisions incorporating both capital and
operational implications in decisions relating to
financial resource implications.
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5.2 Sustainability in Our
Kitchens
At ONYX, we support the sourcing of sustainable food. We also recognise that certain
products can have a particularly harmful impact
on the natural environment. In March 2012, we
introduced a policy on the Non-Selection of
Ethically Questionable Food Products. This
policy applies to our entire food and banqueting
operations. Shark-fin is an example of an item
that we decided to ban on ethical and conservation grounds. We have therefore removed
shark-fin items from our menus and it is no
longer used or served in our restaurants or at
our banquets.

5.3 Health and Safety
Ensuring the health and safety of our employees and our guests is fundamental to operating
responsibly. We are determined to institutionalise our “commitment to safety” mindset at all
levels and in all processes of the organisation.
We base our health and safety compliance on
the Thailand Health Safety & Work Place Act
2011 as well as codes and practices related to
the UK Government’s Health & Safety at Work
Act.
In 2012 all properties within the ONYX
Hospitality Group implemented the following:
1. Health & Safety at Work Committees
(formally SHE committees):
a. Formed a formal Health & Safety
Committee
b. Formulated a Health & Safety Policy
c. Set up regular monthly meetings to
discuss health, safety and well-being
d. Nominated and trained dedicated
“first aiders” as well as provided
life-saving and resuscitation
technique training to identified
swimming pool staff
e. Supplied dedicated first aid boxes
which are inspected monthly
2. We have carried out the first review of our
equity properties with the goal of
identifying the time frames and resources
necessary to formally certify them under
the Hazard Analysis and Critical Control
Point (HACCP) food hygiene system.
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3. We have issued the first version of the
Fire Life Safety & Security Handbook.
This easy-to-read document is an
information guide that provides Team
Members with the pertinent points of the
company’s Policies and Procedures
relating to Health, Safety and Security in
easy to read layman’s terms.
We have identified a number of areas that are
potential risk areas in terms of Health & Safety.
These areas cover matters such as appropriate
safety training for working at heights, precautions in our kitchens and laundry safety
inspections. Specific policies and procedures
have been developed specifically targeted at
reducing team member and guest accidents. A
full list of these areas can be found in Appendix
2.
In the coming year we will be reviewing the
following areas, with a view to formulating
appropriate policies and implementing
appropriate procedures;
• The use and safety of power tools and
power assisted cleaning equipment
• Providing assistance to disabled guests in
the event of a building evacuation
• Recording of all work-related accidents
and how they are handled
• Encouraging team member suggestions
for safety improvements through award
schemes
• Ensuring hotels are supplied with portable
automated external defibrillators and that
members of staff are trained on the use of
the equipment
In addition to the expansion of the Health &
Safety policies and procedures we have also
identified the following initiatives for the next
year:
1. Progressively obtaining HACCP
certification for all our properties
2. Inter-hotel swimming pool lifesaving and
fire fighting competition to improve
standards amongst properties
3. Promoting a Health & Safety Week in
each property to promote personal
hygiene and other Health & Safety
initiatives
4. Sponsoring a stop smoking month for
Team Members who wish to give up
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Annual fire drill at properties

INJURY AND ABSENCE (AMONG TOTAL EMPLOYEES)

2011

2012 (YTD)

Rates of injury (incidents)

84

100

Occupational diseases (people)

31

79

Lost days and absenteeism (days)

334

364

0

0

Number of work-related fatalities (people)

We have had an increase in the rates of injury
in the last year compared to the previous year.
This increase in unacceptable to us and we
hope that with the increased emphasis on
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Health & Safety including training, awareness
programmes and continuous monitoring and
improvement actions we will be able to reduce
the occurrence of injuries at our properties.
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Inspiring:

Corporate Initiatives

6.1 Participation in Global
Environmental Initiatives
We participate in a number of global environmental initiatives as part of our commitment to
raise awareness and inspire our guests, Team
Members and business partners to help us
reduce the environmental impact of our own
operations and those of the tourism sector.

Earth Hour
Earth Hour is a campaign to raise awareness
about reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
cutting back on energy consumption.

Inspiring

Hundreds of millions of people, businesses and
governments in more than 6,950 cities and
towns in 152 countries and territories switched
off their lights for Earth Hour 2012, sending a
powerful message for action. In 2012, 31 hotels
participated, collectively reducing their energy
use by 9624 kWhs, equivalent to 5,000 kgs of
greenhouse gases.
In the coming year we hope to increase the
participation of our hotels in the campaign and
will work on expanding the awareness and
activities around energy efficiency and savings.
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World Environment Day
Every year we recognize World Environment
Day with activities that mobilize executives,
general managers, Team Members and local
communities in preserving the natural environment and raising awareness about conservation. In 2011 and 2012 this included projects
such as the Amari Green Space project, Green
Swappers, street and beach

cleaning, a garbage recycling campaign,
a Mangrove conservation campaign as well as
planting trees and vegetable gardens with local
communities. Team Members also participated
in the 2012 “Green Economy - Does it Include
You?” event highlighting sustainable consumption and production techniques.

Engaging Team Members in Earth Hour at properties and Corporate Office

Earth Day
On Earth Day we organise a Team Members’
essay competition, tree planting initiatives and
other environmental protection activities at

several properties to encourage participation
and awareness amongst our Team Members.

Team Members, Business Partners and Guests in action on Earth Day

Inspiring
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6.2 ONYX Corporate Initiatives
Our corporate initiatives give us the chance to
combine community development initiatives
with environmental sustainability to inspire
communities and students around our
properties.

Arts for the Planet - Colouring the
Future
Arts for the Planet is an artwork competition
involving young students with the aim of raising
awareness about environmental issues
amongst Thai younger generations through
arts. It was launched in conjunction with the
Earth Day 40th Anniversary in 2010. The first
competition was held in Bangkok in collaboration with the Department of Education of the
Bangkok Metropolitan Administration. Student
artists with the winning paintings receive
scholarship awards. A selection of artwork from
the competition is displayed and is made

available for sale at the Arts for The Planet
Exhibition at various Amari properties.
The funds raised from the sales go to support
the education of underprivileged children
through Amari’s “Baht for a Better Life”
programme http://www.amari.com/charity.aspx.
The project also offers the opportunity for us to
develop a partnership with other businesses. In
2012, we partnered with Sakura Products
(Thailand), one of Thailand’s leading stationery
and office suppliers. The partnership did not
only bring in financial support but Sakura
Products also brought in their experience in
organizing a competition at a national level and
strong contact with local schools as well as
supporting us with their own volunteers. All of
which enabled Arts for The Planet to reach out
to more young people. The competition has
grown from 105 participating students in the first
year, to nearly 2,000 students in 2012 from
Bangkok, and southern and central provinces.

2011 Competitions in Bangkok and Phuket

Bee-Keeping for Biodiversity and
Poverty Reduction

developed urban and rural beekeeping
projects in collaboration with Raitong Farm.
The Oriental Residence Bangkok, with its CSR
focus on biodiversity, will host the urban
beekeeping project in early 2013. The initiative
involves educating Team Members, guests,
urban residents and nearby schools on the
skills and techniques of nurturing the Asian
honeybee and creating a healthy urban
environment for greater biodiversity.

Plan BEE is an initiative to conserve biodiversity by helping to protect the Asian honeybee
against the threat of extinction. It is estimated
that one-third of all the food plants we eat
depend on bees for pollination. In order to help
protect them from extinction, we have

Inspiring

Shama Sukhumvit Bangkok, with its CSR focus
on stimulating entrepreneurship for poverty
alleviation, is also exploring an opportunity to
host the rural beekeeping initiative. This
initiative will educate a rural farming community
on the benefits of Asian honeybee husbandry,
enabling them to earn a supplementary income.

Best Award - Arts for The Planet 2012
Painting by Tanyaporn Kaewyok
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Compassionate

Community Investment and Development

Local culture, heritage and traditions are an important part of the guest experience, and the well-being
of the communities around our properties enables us to maintain a strong and mutually beneficial
relationship. Contributing to thriving local communities is an essential part of our business and CSR
strategy. We do this through job creation, providing training and education for our Team Members and
by carrying out a variety of community development initiatives.
We are proud of Amari’s long standing Baht for a Better Life programme which supports the education
of underprivileged children. As we open new properties in the coming years, we look forward to
expanding our community development initiatives in alignment with the CSR focus of each brand. The
long term viability of the initiative, strategic value for the property and the community and our ability to
add value through linkages to our core business, are all criteria for each of our community development activities. We welcome partnerships with business and non-business partners and support
projects that are both innovative and impactful.

7.1. ONYX Hospitality Group
Foundation
The ONYX Hospitality Group Foundation was
established to support the group’s community
initiatives and enables us to manage our
fundraising transparently and with accountability. The Foundation manages all funds
generated by guest and team member
donations, as well as proceeds from corporate
and property level fundraising activities. It was
registered in July 2011 to accomplish the
following goals:

Team Members constructed roof for vegetable
garden of Baan Huay Muang Border Patrol
Police School in Chumporn

Compassionate

• To offer scholarships to deserving students
who are in need of financial support
• To support educational, physical and social
development of youth and general public
• To offer relief to victims of disasters
• To work and cooperate with other foundations,
charities, government or public organisations
on projects for the common good of the public

A group photo after activities at Saha
Thanakarn Border Patrol Police School in
Kanchanaburi
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7.2. Baht for a Better Life

Baht for a Better Life is our flagship community
investment programme in Thailand. It is
spearheaded by Amari with the support of
Mosaic properties. The programme has a long
history of supporting underprivileged children in
the area of education. We started by accepting
donations from guests, management and Team
Members to offer scholarships to children in the
Klong Toey slum in Bangkok. Today, it
continues to involve guests and Team
Members in both development activities and
fundraising initiatives that support community
children. Baht for a Better Life supports the
following activities:

Cooperation with the Thai
Border Patrol Police
Since 1995, the company has been working
with the Thai Border Patrol Police to provide
schools with tools for education for underprivileged children in rural poor areas by building
classrooms and providing furniture. Eleven
projects in different parts of Thailand have been
completed.

Fun games with the kids at Baan Na
Nokpeed School in Loei

Compassionate

Team Members at Amari and Mosaic properties
are engaged in volunteering activities which
include repainting schools, providing new roofs,
building a covered vegetable garden, donating
and installing new computers.

Management and Team Members worked
together hand-in-hand to repaint a school
building at Baan Klong Wai Border Patrol
Police School in Surat
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Scholarships for
underprivileged children
Baht for a Better Life also offers scholarships to
children from Klong Toey through the Duang
Prateep Foundation. In this area of Bangkok,
poverty prevents the majority of children from
completing even basic education. Each year,
Baht for a Better Life supports 12 children who
are especially hardworking and determined to
continue their studies. Since 1995, we have
offered scholarships to 57 children.
The programme has generated great outcomes.
In 2009, a scholarship recipient became our first
graduate with a Bachelor’s Degree in Political
Science from Ramkhamhaeng University, after
receiving our support for 11 consecutive years.
In 2011, another recipient graduated with a
Bachelor’s Degree in Accounting from
Rajamangala University of Technology
Tawan-Ok Chakrabongse Bhuvanarth Campus,
after receiving support for 10 years. In 2012,
three recipients graduated after receiving our
scholarship for nine years with Bachelor’s
Degrees in Agricultural Technology from King
Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang,
Electronic Engineering from Kasetsart University and Architecture (Product Design) and from
Rajamangala University of Technology Phra
Nakhon. Success stories like these make us
proud to have played a part in helping children
have a better life.

“ONYX has really good social
initiatives and the message from these
is really getting through. Baht for a
Better Life is a great programme and is
significantly helping communities.”
Amari Management Trainee

Younger scholarship recipients joined the
management in the celebration for the 2
graduates of 2009 and 2011

The celebration of the graduates of 2012

3 graduates in April 2012
Miss Jirawan Imklub, Miss Phantipha Chaimee and
Mr. Apirak Gangaew

Support for 84 Schools in Celebration of H.M. the King’s
84th Birthday Anniversary Project
Participating children propose and implement
small projects on livelihoods, environment or
character development and their learning is
facilitated by school teachers, Raks Thai
officers and local experts.

In 2012, Amari, through the ONYX Hospitality
Group Foundation, began collaborating with
the Raks Thai Foundation (CARE Thailand) on
its “84 Schools – Doing good for H.M. The
King” project which channels financial support
from a number of socially responsible companies. The project helps disadvantaged children
in rural and poor schools build leadership skills
and become independent and lifelong learners
through children-initiated learning activities that
go beyond the regular curriculum.

Compassionate

Amari’s Baht for a Better Life programme is
supporting five schools with THB 100,000 each
in the first year. A key aspect of the community
engagement is to involve Amari Team
Members. As such the programme is open to
the Team Members who volunteer their time to
promote the programme, help develop tailored
programmes, fundraising, volunteer teaching
and carrying out school improvements. In
2012, CSR Conductors from several properties
participated in the programme’s teacher training
and engaged with children to define specific
activities.
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Baht for a Better Life Fundraising
Activities
Baht for Better Life initiatives are made
possible by fundraising at our Amari and
Mosaic properties. These activities raise
awareness among guests about community
needs and give guests and Team Members the
chance to support individual “Baht for a Better
Life” initiatives. We initially attempted to raise
awareness and encourage participation
amongst guests by having donation boxes for
Baht for a Better Life at our hotels.

However, this proved ineffective and failed to
raise true awareness among guests or
generate enthusiasm among Team Members.
We have found that the fundraising activities
have been more effective in stimulating interest
by giving Team Members an opportunity to
participate in these activities and engaging with
guests - through conversations with them on
the various initiatives.

Property Level Fundraising
Activities
Individual properties also organise
unique fundraising activities such as
temple fairs, CSR fairs, second hand
markets, Amari Orchid’s Charity Cake
sale (in partnership with The Royal
Project and Central Pattana) and Amari
Watergate’s Midnight Run (in partnership with BMW). Between January 2011
and June of 2012, these activities
generated THB 500.000 for “Baht for a
Better Life”.

Amari Watergate Bangkok’s Midnight Run

CSR fair at Amari Coral Beach Phuket

Greeting Cards
Images of student paintings from the “Arts
for The Planet” competition are turned into
greeting cards and made available for sale
at all Amari and Mosaic properties in
Thailand. The Foundation produces the
cards and distributes them to the properties
on consignment. The properties retain 25%
of the proceeds to finance local CSR
initiatives, while the remaining amount goes
to the Foundation to support Baht for a
Better Life. Between December 2010 and
June of 2012, the greeting card programme
generated a total of THB 80,200 to support
property level Baht for a Better Life
activities and THB 101,850 for the
Foundation.

Baht for a Better Life Greeting Cards available
at all Amari and Mosaic Collection properties

7.3. Dreams Come True Christmas Tree
Every year at Christmas, Amari and Mosaic properties and Shama Sukhumvit Bangkok set up a
Christmas tree and offer special treats to local children. The initiative offers guests the chance to share
the Christmas spirit with local communities. In 2011, we gave stationery and crayon gift sets to 1,125
children at 10 different schools in the vicinity of the properties. In 2012, the children were invited to write
Christmas cards for guests, who then were given the opportunity to purchase the cards and thereby
help sponsor a special meal for over 1,000 children at seven Border Police Schools in different parts of
Thailand and 67 children at a local home for HIV infected children in Lopburi.

Dreams Come True Christmas Trees at properties and activities

Compassionate
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7.4. Flood Relief and Rehabilitation Programme
In October and November of 2011, Thailand
was severely impacted by the worst flooding to
hit South East Asia in 50 years. More than 400
people were killed and roughly 10 million people
were affected. ONYX Hospitality Group
provided emergency shelter and supplies to
Team Members and their families during the
flood and we offered financial support of over
THB 2 million to 415 Team Members to assist
with their home repairs.
ONYX Hospitality Group Foundation also
partnered with Raks Thai Foundation (CARE
Thailand) and other businesses to support
affected communities in Ayudhaya and Lopburi
during the floods. It leveraged business
partnerships to raise funds for two relief
programmes:

7.5. Shama’s Partnership with
Raitong Organics Farm
Farmer’s Market - Stimulating Local
Green Entrepreneurship
To support entrepreneurship of local organic
community, Shama Sukhumvit Bangkok
organizes a monthly farmer’s market.
The market brings together local producers of
organic produce and products in a joint effort to
support the Thai organic community and
provide the public with the highest quality farm
fresh products and a variety of organic products
such as oils and teas at reasonable prices. It
also creates synergy between our brands by
creating a B2B platform for our chefs to meet
with local farmers and source of organic
products for our food and beverages operation.

• Children and Women Caring Package

provided powdered milk, clothing, health care
and sanitary products and a family-size
mosquito net for women with infants and
children. Approximately 3,808 women and
children benefited with the package.

• The Rehabilitation Programme

supported livelihood and occupational
development for vulnerable groups such as
mothers who were primary care providers for
their children and had lost their jobs, land or
property as a result of the floods. The
programme helped to improve the occupation
skills and provide micro-economic support.
Altogether we raised THB 925,586 to support
both immediate relief (around 2,500 care
packages) and rehabilitation programmes.

Corporate Gifts
In March 2012, Shama Sukhumvit began its
partnership with Raitong Organics Farm, a
social enterprise working with farmers in
north-eastern Thailand, to offer guests
individualised baskets of local, healthy organic
products. All products are locally grown and
produced by Raitong. Items include mixed fruit
and cereal bars, coconut crackers, pumpkin
seeds and chocolate dipped solar dried
bananas. These “Goodie Baskets” are placed in
every apartment for the guests’ enjoyment, with
the complements of the management.
The guests are able to sample the local
produce and can purchase more of these
products if they wish. The Shama Sukhumvit
Bangkok also features a collection of Corporate
Gifts produced by Raitong Organics Farm to
reaffirm and express their commitment to
support the local organic community.

Shama’s Corporate Gift-set offering organic green tea
GABA rice, seasoning spices and mulberry and butterfly
pea flower tea
Farmer’s Market at Shama Sukhumvit Bangkok

Corporate Gift of organic Tea

Compassionate

Best Award - Arts for The Planet 2011
Painting by Sirinda Snopakdi
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Enthusiastic
Our People

Our Team Members are our greatest asset and
their commitment and enthusiasm is essential
to meeting our company goals. We have a total
of 3,816 full time employees across our 22
properties in Thailand and a total of 4,400
employees across the 34 operating properties.
Our shared goal is to be the leading Asian
hospitality provider by 2018 and that means
being an employer of choice in our industry. We
strive to do this by providing a diverse
workplace in which all Team Members are
treated fairly, with respect and can realise their
full potential.

“ We have 3,816
full time employees
across our 22 properties
in Thailand ”

Diversity and Inclusion
Our philosophy is to respect diversity in our
hiring and to ensure equity in our compensation
and benefits packages. We are committed to
ensuring that we do not discriminate on the
basis of race, religion, gender, age, family
status or disability. In our recruitment and job
description training workshops, we emphasise
our non-discrimination guidelines to ensure our
staff are aware of our hiring philosophy. We
provide financial support to staff who may have
become injured and identify job opportunities
for disabled staff wherever possible. Our
long-serving employees are recognised for their
efforts and loyalty to the Group through our
long service awards. We also allow our
long-service employees to continue their
careers with us past the legal retirement age,
should they wish to do so.

New Hires by Age Range
45-54
2%

35-44
17%

18-24
22%

25-34
59%

“Our current employees as well as candidates increasingly ask us about
our commitment to CSR.”
Amrita Bhalla

Executive Vice President & Chief People Officer

Enthusiastic

CSR Report 2011-2012

Development and Training
We invest in our Team Members by providing a
number of development and training opportunities annually. We work closely with our
Learning and Development Managers at the
hotels and corporate office to ensure individual
development plans are developed and
executed.
Continuously developing and grooming our
employees provides a ready talent pool for

Staff Training

(Jan – Aug 2012)

Level 1

(Team Members)

Average hours

14.03

Level 2

future promotions from within the Group and is
an important component of our succession
planning process. Each hotel is also required to
provide detailed learning reports to track the
training activities of each employee. Team
Members receive performance reviews twice
yearly and we use an electronic performance
management system to assist in the tracking of
the performance reviews.

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Level 6

(Team Leaders)

(Assistant Manager/
Executive)

(Manager)

(Director)

(General Manager)

17.40

17.85

18.93

16.56

9.79

*Staff Training for all Amari properties and the corporate office for entry level staff through managers.

New staff hired by the Group are required to undergo a comprehensive orientation programme as
they begin their careers with us. They are also provided with a staff handbook describing our
commitments to human resource development, including staff development and training, staff
representation, diversity and inclusion.

Employee Awards
We believe strong performance should be
recognised and rewarded. All our properties
have “Outstanding Team Member” awards,
which are conducted annually. In addition,
individual properties have monthly or quarterly
staff awards depending on their sizes. Nearly
all properties have long service awards for
employees who have stayed with us through
the years.

These awards recognise the efforts of our staff
for doing outstanding jobs of embodying our
corporate values in their work. Photos and
quotes from the team members who receive the
award are published in our newsletter “The
Notes”.

Team Members receive Outstanding Team Member Awards from the management

Enthusiastic

Best Award - Arts for The Planet 2011
Painting by Kantima Srisuay
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GRI Index

GRI
Ref.

ASPECT

Description

Where it appears
in this report

Extent of
indicator
disclosure

PROFILE
Strategy and analysis
1.1

Statement from the CEO
about the relevance of
sustainability to the organisation and its strategy

Message From
The CEO

Y

2.1

Name of organisation

Our Business

Y

2.2

Primary brands, products,
and/or services

Our Business

2.3

Operational structure of the
organisation

Our Business

Y

2.4

Location of organisation's
headquarters

Our Business

Y

2.5

Number of countries where
the organisation operates

Our Business

Y

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal
form

Our Business

Y

2.7

Markets served

Our Business

Y

2.8

Scale of reporting organisation (including employees,
assets, sales and products)

Our Business

Y

2.9

Significant changes during
the reporting period regarding
size, structure, or ownership

2.10

Awards received in reporting
period

Organisational Profile

GRI Index

N

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

CSR Report 2011-2012

ASPECT

GRI
Ref.

Description

Where it appears
in this report

Extent of
indicator
disclosure

Report Parameters
3.1

Reporting period

About This Report

Y

3.2

Date of most previous report
(if any)

About This Report

N/A

3.3

Reporting cycle (annual,
biennial, etc.)

About This Report

Y

3.4

Contact point for questions
regarding the report or its
contents

About This Report

Y

3.5

Process for defining report
content

About This Report

Y

3.6

Boundary of the report

About This Report

Y

3.7

State any specific limitations
on the scope of boundary of
the report

About This Report

Y

GRI Content Index

3.12

Table identifying the location
of the Standard Disclosures in
the report

GRI Index

Y

Governance

4.1

Governance structure of the
organization

Our Business

Y

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of
the highest governance body
is also an executive officer

Our Business

Y

4.3

For organisations that have a
unitary board structure, state
the number and gender of
members of the highest
governance body that are
independent and/or nonexecutive members

Our Business

Y

4.4

Mechanism for shareholders
and employees to provide
recommendations or direction
to the highest governance
body

CSR at ONYX

Y

Report Profile

Report Scope and
Boundary

GRI Index
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ASPECT
Stakeholder
Engagement

GRI
Ref.

Description

Where it appears
in this report

Extent of
indicator
disclosure

4.14

List of stakeholders

CSR at ONYX

Y

4.15

Basis for identification and
selection of stakeholders
with whom to engage

CSR at ONYX

Y

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder
engagement

CSR at ONYX

Y

4.17

Key topics and concerns that
have been raised through
stakeholder engagement, and
how the organisation has
responded

CSR at ONYX

Y

EC7

Procedures for local hiring
and proportion of senior
management hired from the
local community at locations
of significant operation

EN1

Materials used by weight or
volume

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

EN2

Percentage of materials that
are recycled input material

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

EN3

Direct energy consumption
by primary energy source

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

EN4

Indirect energy consumption
by primary source

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

EN5

Energy saved due to
conservation and efficiency
improvements

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

EN18

Initiatives to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions
and reductions achieved

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

EN21

Total water discharge by
quality and destination

Responsible:
Our Operations

P

EN22

Total weight of waste by type
and disposal method

Responsible:
Our Operations

P

Economic (EC)
Y

Environment (EN)

Energy

GRI Index
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ASPECT

GRI
Ref.

Description

Where it appears
in this report

Extent of
indicator
disclosure

Labour practices and decent work (LA)
Employment

Occupational health
and safety

Training and
education

Diversity and equal
opportunity

GRI Index

LA1

Total workforce by employment
type, employment contract,
and region, broken down by
gender

Enthusiastic:
Our People

Y

LA2

Total number and rate of
employee turnover by age
group, gender and region

Enthusiastic:
Our People

Y

LA3

Benefits provided to full-time
employees that are not
provided to temporary or
part-time employees, by
significant locations of
operation

Enthusiastic:
Our People

Y

LA6

Percentage of total workforce
represented in formal joinmanagement-worker health
and safety committees that
help monitor and advise on
occupational health and
safety programmes

Responsible:
Our Operations

P

LA7

Rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days, and
absenteeism, and number of
work-related fatalities by
region and by gender

Responsible:
Our Operations

Y

LA10

Average hours of training per
year per employee per
category (to data Amari only)

Enthusiastic:
Our People

P

LA12

Percentage of employees
receiving regular performance
and career development
reviews, by gender

Enthusiastic:
Our People

Y

LA13

Composition of governance
bodies and breakdown of
employees per category
according to gender, age
group, minority group,
membership, and other
indications of diversity

Enthusiastic:
Our People

P
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ASPECT

GRI
Ref.

Description

Where it appears
in this report

Extent of
indicator
disclosure

Society (SO)
Local communities

SO1

Percentage of operations with
implemented local community
engagement. Impact
assessments, and
development programs

Inspiring:
Corporate Initiatives

Y

Practices related to customer
satisfaction, including results
of surveys measuring
customer satisfaction

CSR at ONYX

P

Product responsibility (PR)
Customer health
and safety

GRI Index

PR5
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Appendix 1 - Complete Portfolio of Properties in the ONYX Hospitality Group
Properties

Abbreviation
Key

Location

Country

Employees

Rooms

Amari Watergate Bangkok

AWB

Bangkok

Thailand

513

569

Amari Atrium Bangkok

AAB

Bangkok

Thailand

404

568

Amari Don Muang Bangkok

ADB

Bangkok

Thailand

204

423

Amari Boulevard Bangkok

ABB

Bangkok

Thailand

204

309

Amari Residences Bangkok

ARB

Bangkok

Thailand

117

128

Amari Residences Sukhumvit

ARS

Bangkok

Thailand

56

144

Amari Orchid Pattaya

AOP

Pattaya

Thailand

530

523

Amari Nova Suites Pattaya

ANP

Pattaya

Thailand

29

77

Amari Vogue Krabi

AVK

Krabi

Thailand

98

57

Amari Coral Beach Phuket

ACP

Phuket

Thailand

280

197

Amari Emerald Cove Koh Chang

AEC

Trat

Thailand

160

157

Amari Palm Reef Samui

APS

Samui

Thailand

285

187

Amari Hua Hin

AHH

Hua Hin

Thailand

220

223

City Lodge Soi 9

WCB

Bangkok

Thailand

57

28

City Lodge Soi 19

WCB

Bangkok

Thailand

Angkhang Nature Resort

WNA

Chiang Mai

Thailand

34

76

Loei Palace Hotel

WPL

Loei

Thailand

59

156

Nova Platinum Pattaya

WPP

Pattaya

Thailand

106

192

Nova Gold Pattaya

WGP

Pattaya

Thailand

24

77

Vogue Ao Nang

WVA

Krabi

Thailand

89

78

Shama Causeway Bay Hong Kong

SCH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

30

110

Shama Central Hong Kong

SPH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

14

56

Shama Mid-level Hong Kong

SMH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

9

48

Shama Fortress Hill Hong Kong

SFH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

38

115

Shama Tsim Sha Tsui Hong Kong

STH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

12

87

Shama Hollywood Hong Kong

SHH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

4

11

Shama Luxe Huashan Shanghai

LHS

Shanghai

China

34

Shama Luxe Xintiandi Shanghai

LXS

Shanghai

China

48

100

Shama Luxe Grand Central Dalian

LGD

Shanghai

China

55

195

Shama Xujiahui Shanghai

SXS

Shanghai

China

70

219

Shama Century Park Shanghai

SCS

Shanghai

China

78

282

Shama Sukhumvit Bangkok

SSB

Bangkok

Thailand

50

90

Oriental Residence Bangkok

ORB

Bangkok

Thailand

250

145

Amari

Mosaic Collection

34

Shama

GRI Index
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Appendix 1 - Complete Portfolio of Properties in the ONYX Hospitality Group
Properties

Abbreviation
Key

Location

Country

Employees

Rooms

Amari Doha

ADQ

Doha

Qatar

N/A

120

OZO Wesley

OWH

Hong Kong

Hong Kong

N/A

250

Amari Ludhiana

ALP

Luchiana

India

N/A

112

Shama Heda Hangzhou

SDH

Hangzou

China

N/A

101

OZO Samui

ORS

Samui

Thailand

N/A

208

Shanghai

China

N/A

158

Coming Soon

Shama Luxe Bundside East
Amari Residence Pattaya

ARJ

Pattaya

Thailand

N/A

135

OZO Colombo

OCS

Colombo

Sri Lanka

N/A

145

OZO Kandy

OKS

Kandy

Thailand

N/A

120

OZO Galle

OGS

Galle

Sri Lanka

N/A

148
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Appendix 2 - Implemented
Health and Safety Policies and Procedures
o Control of Substances Hazardous to Health (COSHH)
o Working at heights safety precautions
o Use and control of Personal Protection Equipment
o Swimming pool safety inspections
o Regular table top executive team crisis management training
o Swimming pool water treatment professional qualification for pool technicians
o Annual Fire Life & Safety Audit in all properties by head office specialist
o OHG Fire Life Safety Matrix
o Property Fire Plan standardisation
o OHG Fire Code reporting system
o OHG minimum fire response team standards.
o Chief Engineers annual “Commitment to Safety Seminar”
o Fire Life & Safety Training Calendar
o Fire Alarm Reaction Drills
o Kitchen Team Member Fire Prevention Training
o Laundry Team Members Fire Prevention Training
o Engineering Team Members Fire Prevention Training
o Elevator Entrapment Training
o Swimming Pool Incident Training
o Pool Entrapment Training
o Kitchen safety Inspections
o Laundry safety Inspections
o Swimming Pool Water Quality Standards
o Fire Stair Safety Signage Standards
o Fire Evacuation Point minimum signage and lighting standards
o Plant Room Safety Standards
o Eye Wash Bottle Regulations
o Fire Safety machinery maintenance Standards

GRI Index

ONYX Hospitality Group
847 Petchburi Road Bangkok 10400 Thailand
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